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APPROVED BY OMB: NO. 3150-0104

EXPIRES: 1013112018

Estimated burden per response to comply with this mandatory collection request: 80 hours.
Reported lessons learned are incorporated into the licensing process and fed back to industry.
Send comments regarding burden estimate to the FOIA, Privacy and Information Collecfions
Branch (T-5 F53), U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC 20555-0001, or by
internet e-mail to lnfocollects.Resource@nrc.gov, and to the Desk Officer, Office of Information and
Regulatory Affairs, NEOB-10202, (3150-0104), Offite of Management and Budget, Washington,
DC 20503. If a means used to impose an information collecfion does not display a currently valid
OMB control number, the NRC may not conduct or sponsor, and a person is not required to
respond to, the information collecfion.
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ABSTRACT (Limit to 1400 spaces, i.e., approximately 15 single-spaced typewritten lines)

On February 24, 2016, with the plant in cold shutdown, the operations shift manager was made aware of a notification regarding a
certain model ofMasterpact 480-volt circuit breakers that described a failure mode that could potentially prevent the automatic closure
of the breakers. Assessment of this information determined that the susceptible breakers included those powering the emergency
ventilation fans in the Division 1 and 2 emergency diesel generator rooms and two auxiliary building unit coolers. This condition
required that both diesel generators and both trains of shutdown cooling and to be declared inoperable. This constituted a condition that
could potentially prevent fulfillment of the safety function of onsite AC power sources and decay heat removal. The Division 2 residual
heat removal loop was operating in shutdown cooling, satisfactorily maintaining reactor coolant temperature. The cause of the event is
that station personnel failed to recognize the breakers' vulnerability to this failure mode. This directly resulted in the failure to take
corrective action prior to this industry notification. The cause of the untimely corrective actions is that the breakers were incorrectly
determined to be operable in 2014 when the condition was discovered. All the affected breakers were modified to eliminate the failure
mode prior to the subsequent plant 'startup.
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NARRATIVE

REPORTED CONDITION
On February 24, 2016, with the plant in cold shutdown, the operations shift manager was made aware of a notification
regarding a certain model of Masterpact 480-volt s11fety-re(ated circuit breakers (**BKR~*) that described a failure mode
that could potentially prevent the automatic closure of the breakers. The initial information regarded the emergency
ventilation fans in the Division 1 and 2 emergency diesel generator rooms. These fans are not in Technical Specifications,
but they provide a support function to the emergency diesel generators (**DG**). This condition required that both
diesel generators to be declared inoperable. This constituted a condition that could potentially prevent fulfillment of the
safety function of onsite AC power sources [ED].
Later on the same c:late, further evaluation of the notification identified four other circuit breakers affected by the same
condition. These breakers supply power to Division l·and 2 containment unit coolers and the Division 1and2.auxiliary
building 141 ft. elevation general area unit coolers. The auxiliary building unit coolers are not in Technical Specifications,
but they provide a support function to the electrical distribution system. The required action in Technical Specification is
to declare both trains of the residual heat removal system (shutdown cooling mode) [BO] inoperable. This inoperability
constituted a condition that could have potentially prevented the fulfillment of the decay heat removal safety function.
Division 2 residual heat removal was operating in shutdown cooling, satisfactorily maintaining reactor coolant
temperature. The affected breakers can be manually operated to start/stop their associated equipment, if necessary for
operation
INVESTIGATION AND IMMEDIATE ACTIONS
Masterpa'ct breakers were installed at RBS as replacements for obsolete General Electric AKR breakers. Subsequently, at
RBS and elsewhere, there were isolated failures ofthe breakers to close upon demand. Failure analyses had beer:i
conducted by both the vendor and the utilities, but no such analyses determined that a potentially generic problem
·
·
existed. ·
In 2014, the breaker vendor issued a non-conformance report that concluded that the closure failures were from
intermittent mechanical binding of the anti-pump mechanism. The binding was the result of a "standing close signal,"
which is the condition where the relay that actuates the closing mechanism remains energized, either indefinitely or for a
defined period of time following a closure actuation. The control logic for any given breaker is an inherent design feature
of the circuitry of the switchgear, not internal to the breaker itself. It was eventually determined by the vendor that this
condition could cause any Masterpact breaker to intermittently fail to close. The vendor indicated that the failure mode
could not be predicted, but was repeatable, 'and occurred on both new and old breakers.
When RBS evaluated the vendor's nonconformance report, a population of affected circuit breakers was identified, and
the served systems were evaluated for adverse effects on their ability to perform their safety functions. The operational
history of the. breakers was examined, and it was determined that the observed increase in failure rate was not statistically
significant. The affected systems were determined to be operable.
The nonconformance report stated that the failure mode could be averted by pressing the PUSH TO OPEN button on the
front of the breaker after remote opening. This information was used to develop an Operations Standing Order, and this
action was performed after every breaker opening for any of the affected breakers during power operations or hot
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shutaown until the moamcat1on to remove t 1e standing close signal was installed. No ailures of these oreakers occurred
when standing order was utilized.
Isolated failures occurred in breakers serving the control building air conditioning system in the refueling outage in 2015,
and vendor recommendations for modifying the breaker control circuitry were implemented. Those modifications were
limited, however, to breakers with continuously energized closure relays.
In the February 2016 notification, the vendor provided information regarding the identification of a potential defect, with
a recommendation that Masterpact breakers designed for electrical closing operation be evaluated. The vulnerable
breakers identified in connection with the notification were not surfaced during previous extent-of-condition reviews due
to being limited to the population with the. continuously energized closing relay. The new information provided in
February 2016 revealed that even breakers with a time-delayed removal of power from the closing relay could be
vulnerable while the relay was energized.
CAUSAL ANALYSIS
The first direct cause of the event is that station personnel failed to recognize the breaker vulnerability to this failur~
mode. As a result, an additional population of breakers that had a time-delayed de-energization of the closing relay was
identified in February 2016. These additional breakers included components that supported the emergency diesel
generators and portions of the safety-related AC distribution system in the auxiliary building.
The second direct cause of the untimely corrective actions is that the breakers were incorrectly determined to be operable
when the original condition with Masterpact breakers was discovered in 2014. Specifically, the procedure for
development of operability determinations contained inadequate guidance on the use of reliability-based evaluations.
One contributing cause of the event was the insufficient detail in the procedure regarding distribution of OE information
for screening. This caused the component engineer for circuit breakers to be bypassed in the OE review cycle, likely
preventing early detection of the condition. Additionally, the OE notices did not contain detailed information regarding
the failure mode.
'
CORRECTIVE ACTIONS TO PREVENT RECURRENCE
The following actions have been completed to prevent recurrence of the reported condition.
•All safety-related Masterpact circuit breakers with the control circuit configuration that applied a· s.tanding close
signal have been modified to eliminate this condition.
•The fleet procedure for operability evaluations has been revised to address conditions involving reduced reliability of
safety-related components.
PREVIOUS OCCURRENCE EVALUATION
The reported condition resulted from a very specific design feature of a certain model of circuit breakers. No previous
event reports regarding this condition have been submitted by RBS in the last three years.
~
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The plant was in cold shutdown when the vendor notification was received. Technical Specification limiting condition for
operations for the affected system were entered, and the required actions were completed. Dedicated operators were
assigned to implement the standing order to mitigate the failure mode. All safety-related Masterpact circuit breakers with
the control circuit configuration that applied a standing close signal were modified to eliminate this condition prior to
plant startup.
A probabilistic risk analysis of this condition has concluded that this condition

w~s

of very low risk significance.

(NOTE: Energy Industry Identification System component function identifier and system name of each component or
system referred to in the LER are annotated as (**XX**) and [XX], respectively.)
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